Bridge Update

Bridgework started in earnest last Monday. The initial day of the traffic pattern change resulted in a few residents driving the wrong way up the inbound side. Fortunately, there were no mishaps. We adjusted the signage and everyone appears to be accustomed to the current detour. The County beautification project along A1A at the South gate, had a minimal effect for one day. We may have a similar situation when we reverse the detour and use the South gate for all access.

We are extremely pleased with the progress of the work so far. The entire old concrete surface has been removed on the exit side. We could not be happier with the condition of the substrate that appears to be as it was when originally poured. There will be no surprises on the road surface and structure of the exit lane of the bridge. As of today, the demolition work on the exit side of the bridge is complete with little or no impact to residents or golfers. The surface has been cleaned and prepped for the new surface pour.

The concrete crew will form the apron and boundary pattern tomorrow. A surveyor will confirm elevations for optimum rain runoff and the pour and stamping will commence tomorrow afternoon or Friday morning. With that said, we are ahead of schedule.

Thank you for your cooperation while we continue to work through the maintenance issues.
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